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In this session



Quiz Question 1

Which country’s flag is 

this?

a.) Paraguay

b.) Bolivia

c.) Ecuador



Quiz Question 2

What is the capital of 

Bolivia?

a.) La Paz

b.) Santa Cruz

c.) Santiago



Quiz Question 3

What does the 

Basque flag look like?

a.)

b.) 

c.)



Quiz Question 4

Which of the following 

Union Jacks is drawn 

correctly?

a.)

b.)

c.)



Quiz Question 5

This family lives in 

Mahwah. Which big 

city is it near?
a.) New York

b.) Jakarta

c.) Sydney



Quiz Question 6

The family has mixed 

heritage. Which countries do 

the parents come from?

a.) Dad from 

Thailand, Mum 

from Italy

b.) Dad from 

Peru, Mum 

from the 

Philippines

c.) Dad from 

Brazil, Mum 

from Spain



Quiz Question 7

What do they have in 

common? a.) never won a Grammy

b.) grew up in Europe

c.) had parents from 

different countries



Quiz Question 8

Finally, what about 

this girl?

a.) Half English, half 

Hungarian

b.) Half Portuguese, half 

Czech

c.) Half Finnish, half 

German
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Xabier remembers secondary school in the UK

X: England were playing 

Spain in Euro ’96 and 

my classmates made 

me choose which 

country to support.

I: So which country did 

you support?



How did they meet?



Summing up the pros and cons

‘In a way it’s good 

because you can take 

the best things from 

both cultures, but I 

don’t think my sons 

will ever feel 100% 

English because their 

parents aren’t English. 

It’s quite _______.’



What are the pros and 

cons of bringing up a 

family in another 

country?

Make two lists.





Where are there more jobs and opportunities ?



Cultural identity



Pros and cons of mixed-heritage families















What does she say…

 …about her family?

 …about speaking two 

languages?

 …about people’s 

reactions?

 …about her future?



More personal opinions











What about you?
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